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By Way of Introduction

EMPHIS
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is

making

great

progress as an industrial and
manufacturing center.
In the
following pages are set forth
briefly some of the facts bearing upon the causes for this
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territory.

It is the purpose of this
book to emphasize that a
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greater percentage of -the peoplc of the South may be more
successfully and profitably
served from Memphis than
from any other city in the

WHAT MEMPHIS IS ACCOMPLISHING AS AN INDUSTRIAL AND
MANUFACTURING CENTER AND SOME OF THE 0PPORTUNITIES IT OFFERS.
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MEMPHIS AS A DISTRIBUTING CENTER. WITH REFERENCE TO
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This is because of the
strategic location of the city
and the further reason that its
transportation facilities and
favorable freight rates, combined with short hauls, give
Memphis such
advantages
that it has nothing to fear
from an,y competitor in this
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particular sphere of commercial and financial prominence.
It is hoped that all who read what follows will if interested, communicate by letter, wire,\ or in person, with Mr. Mark F'enton, industrial commissioner, who will
gladly supply any information regarding any phase of the industrial. commercial,
financial or social life of this city.
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CHAPTER I

Memphis Today
An industrial and commercial cit`y in the center of the most ra|.idlg develo|.ing agricultural region in the South. Conditions that
insure future groD)th and 1.ros|.eritg.

EMPHIS' progress as an industrial center has
been marked during the past five years, in spite
of the handicaps under which every manufacturing enterprise was placed by reason of the
world war.
This section also has recovered
more rapidly from the ef fects of the war than
many others, because its commercial and manufacturing enterprises are backed by the remarkable agricultural development of the great
alluvial regions of the lower Mississippi Valley,
which development is most marked in the territory immediuately contiguous to Memphis.
The city's most notable industrial progress

has been in the manufacture of hardwood lumber and other forest products, cotton, and cotton seed products, mixed feeds. drugs and
pharmaceutical products, and to a lesser extent
in the manufacture of steel and iron.
As an example of this progress, Memphis has in round numbers 800 industrial

plants, with an annual output of more than $180,000.000.
It is adding each year to the number of these plants. as well as to the nulnber
of its important commercial enterprises.

One hundred and forty-one industrial and commercial enterprises made their arrangements to establish in Memphis during the calendar year of 1920.
There are
sound reasons for this growth.
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LOCATION AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE

The location of the city is a strategic one, in the extreme southwestern portion of
Tennessee, on a high blur f overlooking the Mississippi River. midway between the

Great Lakes and the Gulf.

RIVER IMPROVEMENT FIXED POLICY

This location is in the center of the rich alluvial lands of the Mississippi Delta.
at the corner of three prosperous Southern States, Tennessee, Mississippi and
Arkansas, in which is going forward the most remakable agricultural development
seen anywhei.e in the South in this generation.
This great region, taking in many adjoining States, in itself provides a tremendous and ever-widening market for many manuf actured products.
Its farm products
in turn, including shipments of cattle and hogs, the great cotton crop. and the practically inexhaustible supplies of hardwood timber. furnish supplies for the city's commercial and industrial enterprises. while the growing wealth of the territory tributary
to the city gives a constantly increasing market for many of the manufactured articles made in. and distributed from, Memphis.

GATF.WAY TO THE SOUTli
Two railroad bridges span the Mississippi at Memphis, one. of them a free
wagon way.
These are the only bridges crossing the Mississippi south of the Ohio
River.
Ten trunk lines of railroacl converge in the city, six of them coming from east
of the river and four from the west and southwest.
These splendid railroad fad
cilities make Memphis the gateway through which nearly all railway traffic moves
to and from the southeast and southwest, and through which a very large percentage
of freight originating in the Mississippi Valley basin passes northward to the Great
Lakes or southward to the Gulf ports.
)

IMPORTANCE 0F RIVER TRAFFIC
Because of its location directly on the Mississippi, Memphis is likewise the gateway for the receipt and distribution of much of the tonnage now moving on that
stream, a tonnage which is certain to assume unprecedented proportions when the
government plans for installing and operating barge lines on the Mississippi have been
completed.
The government now operates a barge line between St. Louis and New
Orleans, Memphis being an important port of call.
Modern municipal river terminals are now in operation at Memphis. in co-operation with the government barge line traffic.
More than $250.000 has been expended on these terminals and $750,000 is available so soon as it may be needed
for enlarging these city terminals.
In short. this great inland waterway, neglected for years, is now being developed

anew.
The Government policy of providing facilities on inland waterways is a guarantee that these will be in keeping with requirements of the transportation situation and
it is also a guarantee that Memphis will occupy an exceptionally favored position
through possession of the means of using the Mississippi and its tributaries for concentration and distribution.
The combined,"rail and water" haul is the first step in the readjustment of tramsportation, while "all-water" hauls. wherever possible, mark the second and final
step in this process.
Adequate facilities have been provided for handling freight
down the Mississippi and transferring it to coastwise vessels for delivery along the
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Gulf, Atlantic and Pacific coasts. or to ocean-going steamers for delivery in South
America, Europe or the Orient, and the "all-water" haul is used to an ever-increasing extent, to the permanent advantage of every manufact'irer. jobber or distributor
located in Memphis.

The Mississippi and its tributaries will be the means of reaching many of the
principal cities in the Mississippi basin.
And, further, Memphis is so located that
it is within easy reach of New Orleans where connection can be made by boats with

::atit:Wh:::da:fa°,i.e}aena-rga;:esp:Le:t::hj::I:::i:ns.uchtimeasthelattercometoMemphis
The big outstanding present fact about the Mississippi is that it affords. on river
traffic, lower rates than otherwise prevail.
And the big outstanding future fact
about it is that it will either influence the railroads to give ac!equate service or it will
provide that service itself.
The United States government is squarely behind improvement of inland waterways transportation, and is prepai.ed to expend the millions necessary to make the in~
land waterways a vital part of the transportation system of the United States. What
former opposition to development of inland waterways cost Memphis and the valley
territory cannot be estimated. What the new policy means to the same city and the
same territory is pregnant with incalculable possibilities.
ACCESSIBILITY 0F MEMPHIS

Memphis is easily accessible from every part of the country because of its central
location.
And, for the same reason. every city of importance in the United States
may be quickly reached from Memphis. A glance at the map on page four
will show that all principal cities from the Rocky Mountains on the west. the Great
Lakes on the north. the Atlantic seaboard on the east and the Gulf coast on the
south are within four to thirty-seven and one-half hours of Memphis. basis passenger
train schedules.
And accessibility to Memphians of the towns and cities in this vast
area serves to emphasize the significance the central location of Memphis carries for
those who have manufactured products or merchandise to distribute over 'the greater
portion of the United States and certainly over the richest sections thereof.

RAW MATERIALS PLENTIFUL
Memphis is particularly favored in respect to raw materials.
There are 750.000 to 1.000,000 bales of cotton, in the form of n?t receipts.
drawn into Memphis each year from West Tennessee. North Mississippi and Eastern
Arkansas, making this city the largest inland cotton market in the world and insuring
practically unlimited supplies of the staple for the manufacture of cloths, yams. hosiery. bags and other products requiring cotton.
Cotton seed is available in Memphis and in the immediate Memphis territory in
such volume that Memphis enjoys the distinction of being the largest manufacturer of
cotton seed products on this or any other continent.
Cotton seed oil is to be had here
in practically unlimited quantities for the manufacture of compound lard and cooking
rats.
Cotton seed meal is available by the thousands of tons. directly from Memphis
mills and without transportation cost. for the manufacture of mixed feeds. fertilizers
and other products, while linters and "delints" are always at hand. in any quantity
desired, for the manufacture of gun powder, high explosives, paper stock, mattresses,
hoarse collars and nurr.erous other products in which this short fiber is preferable to
lhat of greater length.
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MEMPHIS AS SEEN FROM AN AEROPLANE

CENTER 0F GREAT TIMBER AREA
Memphis is also the center of the last great reservoir of hardwood timber in the
United States and ranks as the largest hardwood lumber producing point in this
country.
Thirty-two saw mills in Memphis produce 300 million feet annually from
timber drawn into this city from an average distance of 1 30 miles, while manufac+
turers operating in Memphis and the valley territory have an output every year of approximately two billion feet.
The statement that Monphis offers to manufacturers
of furniture, vehicles, agricultural implements, boxes. barrels, wheels, cabinets. flooring, interior trim and other hardwood products. absolutely unlimited supplies of hardwood lumber, bolts, billets, dimension stock and high grade veneers, is, in the light of
the foregoing. both self-evident and incontrovertible.
And because the timber haul into Memphis is relatively short and because delivery of lumber produced here is ef fected at Memphis with no other transportation
cost than that involved in cross-town handling, the manufacturer of hardwood products here has an advantage over his competitors in this line elsewhere that is easily
reducible to dollars and cents and that makes it decidedly worth while for those engaged in similar activities at other points to investigate this and other distinctive features of Memphis with a view to determining the extent of the financial injury they are
doing themselves in failing to come to Memphis with their plants.
cl

MIXED FEED MATERIALS
Cereal crops. including rice, grow in abundance throughout the territory tributary to Memphis.
The rice belt in Arkansas is one of the most productive in the
United States, and one of the big rice mills in this country is located in Memphis.
Timothy hay, Bermuda hay. peanuts, soy beans, alfalfa, rice straw, grain straws.
cotton seed meal and sorghum are close at hand for the manufaLcture of mixed feeds
or balanced rations and the productions of these at Memphis is rapidly expanding
as a result of the splendid transportation facilities, the excellent supply of raw rnaterials and the richness and wideness of the territory in which they are distributable.

OTHER MATERIALS READILY AVAILABLE
The foregoing represent the more important and the more conspicuous raw rnaterials in Memphis and the immediate Memphis territory.
But there are plentiful
supplies of steel and iron in the Birmingham district which can be drawn here on short
haul and on very favorable freight rates for use in manufacture of bridges. structural
iron, railroad cars, wagons. carriages, agricultural implements and all other products
in which steel and iron are required.
One of the big manufacturers of structural steel and bridges has one of its primcipal plants in Memphis because of the easy accessibility of the necessary raw ma~
lerials and because of the splendid distributing facilities enjoyed here.
There are
also numerous iron and steel works, machine shops. a rolling mill, and foundry companies which find Memphis a most satisfactory location because of the basic materials
already at hand, or drawable into Memphis on favorable terms, and because of the
wide territory in which their products are profitably distributable.
Other raw materials required, whether they originate in the United States or in
foreign countries, may be concentrated in Memphis on very favorable terms because
of the unusual water and rail transportation facilities and because of the strategic
location of Memphis with respect to major sources of supply.
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ALUMINUM ORES

CONCENTRATE FROM ANY SOURCE, DISTRIBUTE ANYWHERE

The )argest deposits of baunite (aluminum ores) in the world are in Arkansas
within less than 125 miles of Memphis and the possibilities of reducing and refining
these ores and converting them into finished products here in competition with Niagara
Falls are outlined in a subsequent chapter in this booklet dealing with the tremendous
hydro-electric power developments now in progress at Muscle Shoals, Ala.

The insert map shows the central location of Memphis and its accessibility to and
from principal cities in the area outlined thereon.
These railroads and their con~
nections, combined with the Mississippi and its tributaries, offer incomparable facilities for drawing in raw materials and merchandise from, and distributing factory

The live stock industry and the by-products of the slaughter pen and packing
house processes are also treated in the light of the opportunities they hold out to those
who manufacture mixed feeds, silos, barns, fencing and dairy equipment, as well as
to those who depend upon the by-products thereof for the basic materials they require.

products and merchantable goods in, every part of the country.
But they do even
more.
They provide equally favorable facilities for importing such raw materials
and merchandise as may be required and for exporting overseas such as inay be
available for that purpose.

TRANSPORTATION RF.ADjusTMENT UNDER WAY

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES
However plentiful raw materials may be and whatever other advantages a given
center may possess, these avail little u`nless adequate transportation facilities and favorable freight rates exist for concentrating raw materials and distributing finished
products.
This maitter of concentration and distribution is so vital that it constitutes
the real test of possibilities of growth and development.
Memphis measures up to
this standard magnificently.
Indeed, it yields place to no city in the South. Southeast or Southwest in terminal facilities, in numBer of railroads, in river transportation, in promptness of freight service or in cheapness of freight cost.

TEN TRUNK LINE RAILROADS
There are ten main systems of railway converging at Memphis and affording
direct service into the following States :

The process of readjusting transportation facihties of the country is under way,
a process which involves increasing employment of combined "rail and water" and
"all-water" hauls.
Much cotton is now being delivered from Memphis and through

the Memphis gateway to mills in the New England States by rail to Southern and
Southeastern ports and thence by coastwise vessels, although for years practically all
cotton destined to these mills has been handled by the "all-rail" overland route.
Lumber is being hauled almost exclusively by rail to every part of the United States
and to ports f or shipment overseas.
I The Southern HaLrdwood Traffic Association, with 500 hardwood operators
on its membership roll, has established an export department which has charge of
handling not only hardwood forest products moving overseas but also those moving
by coastwise vessels to destinations on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.
It foresees
that with a 25 million ton merchant marine looming up in the distance, combined
"water and rail," or even "rail, water and rail" hauls will be much cheaper than
"all-rail."

WEST 0F THE MISSISSIPPI
Missouri Pacific into Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma, Missouri, Illinois,
Kansas, Nebraska and Colorado.
St. Louis Southwestern (Cotton Belt) into Arkansais. Louisiana, Texas, Mis-

IN A WORD-SERVICE
The full significance of this network of railroads and of the Mississippi and its

s6uri and Illinois.

tributaries may be summed up in the single word "SERVICE." the one thing for

Chicaigo. Rock Island & Pacific into Arkansas, Louisiana. Texas, New Mexico, Coloraido, Kansas. Nebraska, Missouri. Illinois, Minnesota and South Dakota.
St. Louis & Sam F.rancisco (Frisco) into Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas. Oklahoma

which manufacturers and distributors are seeking above all things else because it has
such tremendous bearing on the measure of their success.
Memphis lays emphatic
and just claim to superiority in service now and its claim will be rendered still more
secure when rehabilitation of inland waterways transportation on the Mississippi,
now in progress, has been realized. Already large quantities of raw materials are
drawn into Memphis annually by boats and barges while an equally heavy tonnage
of factory products and merchandise is shipped each year by this water route.
Inbound and outbound water rates are 8097o of all rail rates on the same commodities
from the same sources and to the same destinations.

and Texas.
EAST 0F THE MISSISSIPPI
Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley into Mississippi, Louisiana,
Alabaima. rrennessee. Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Iowa. Minnesota and
South Dakota.
Southern Railway into Tennessee, Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, North and South Carolina, virginia. District of Columbia. Kentucky and
Illinois.

Louisville & Nashville into Tennessee, Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana. Louisiana.

Alabama, Florida, Georgia and Virginia.
Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis into Tennessee, Kentucky, Alabama and
Georgia.
St. Louis & Sam Francisco into Tennessee, Alabama and Mississippi.
Mobile & Ohio into Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, Kentucky,
Illinois, Missouri, Indiana and Ohio.

Pflge 1`c'l

TERMINAL FACILITIES
Terminal facilities in Memphis are far more extensive than those in any other
city of the same size.
These terminals are closely interconnected by the railroads
themselves and by the three belt lines that form important links in switching facilities
here.
This means prompt service and it also means relatively cheap service.
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VIEW 0F COURT SQUARE, RIGHT IN HEART OF CITY

PURCHASING POWER
Transportation, freight rates, raw material, labor supply and cost, fuel conditions
and other factors are of prime importance to the manufacturer and to the distributor,
but they lose much of their significance and advantage unless factory output and merchandise can be offered from a given point, in a territory where wealth and purchasing power of the population afford ready and profitable outlet therefor. And
it is just here that Memphis makes its strongest, soundest and most substantial appeal
to both because it is in the heart of the richest agricultural section in the world and
is in the center of a territory making notable strides in manufacturing and live stock
raising, to say nothing of the development of its enormous mineral resources.
Diversified farming, under the able guidance and direction of the Farm Development Bureau of the Chamber of Commerce, the government and other agencies,
is rapidly becoming th'e rule rather than the exception.
As a result, farmers throughout a large portion of this vast area a're not only producing enough food and feed
stuffs to make themselves self-sustaining, but have some for sale.
One county in
Mississippi four years ago imported 650 tons of food and feedstuffs.
Two years
later it did not import a single pound, but actually marketed 350 tons.
It therefore increased its purchasing power, through this one- phase of diversified farming
alone, by the value of 1000 tons of foodstuffs.

SOME ILLUMINATING FIGURES

The population of the South has grown rapidly during the past few years and is
now approximately 36,000,000, or about one-third that of the entire United States,
a growth which carries within itself a tremendousc increase in purchasing power.
Definite statistics are not available covering the value of agricultural products,
but it is known that yield of corn and forage crops exceeded all previous records
during the past year, with one exception.
The value of manufactui.ed products in the South exceeds three billion dollars
a year, while 1,250,000 men in the South are annually eariiing between $750,I)00,000 and $800,000,000 in industrial establishments employing a capitalization almost equal to the value of their output.
•
The foregoing figures do net include the value of live stock or minerals, but they

are so overwhelmingly large they carry a message of wealth and purchasing power
well-nigh irresistible to the in_anufacturer. jobber, distributor or merchant who has
anything to sell to the people of the South.

PURCHASING POWER RAPIDLY EXPANDING
A noteworthy phase of the purchasing power of the people of that portion of the
South most successfully and most profitably servable by Memphis manufacturers and
distributors lies in the fact that it has not so much as begun to approach ultimate or
maximum development.
Hundreds of thousands of acres of land are being denuded of their timber and
these properties are being cleared and brought under culti`-ation as rapidly as labor,
capital and other requirements permit.
Members of the Southern Alluvial Land
Association. with headquarters at Memphis, own more than one million acres of cutover alluvial lands in Southern Missouri, Arkansas, Tennessee, Mississippi and
Louisiana,
And yet this organization embraces in its membership but a small per~
centage of owners of such lands.
These properties lie largely in the valley of the
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Mississippi and its tributaries and have been enriched not only by the leaf mould
which has accumulated during countless ages. but also by the fertile soil borne down
by the flood waters of the Mississippi and deposited thereon for a period that must
be reckoned in aeons.
William S. Mitchell. until recently treasurer of the Federal Land Bank, St.
Louis. declares these alluvial lands ``are the richest and most productive in the world
in their natural state."

GREAT DEVELOPMENT IN PROGRESS
Machinery is now being set in motion for the development and colonization of
these properties which have been greatly enhanced in value and desirability by the
protection from overflow provided by the Humphreys-Ransdell bill appropriating
millions of dollars for the extension, strengthening and perfecting of levees from Cairo
to the Gulf.
,
The area of cut-over lands is being substantially increased each year as the timber is removed there from.
In the meantime, drainage projects of hitherto unknown
scope are in progress throughout the valley territory, successfully reclaiming swamp
and overflow lands just as fertile and just as productive as these cut-over properties.
Further south. east. north and west, the Southern Pine Association, through an organized department. is taking steps to clear. develop and colonize the vast areas from
which pine timber has been, is being, or will be removed.

IN BRIEF

Agricultural development in the Central South is only in its infancy.
Southern
farmers are just beginning to seriously accept and successfully apply the principles
of diversification, with the manifold possibilities it holds out to them.
Live stock
raising is making unpreced.ented progress and has a brilliant future.
The South is
also forging ahead as the home of manufactures. The mineral resources of Tennessee,` Alabama. G,eorgia, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Missouri and
Kentucky are being developed in a way discounting all previous performance.
If you, as a manufacturer or distributor, are looking for outlets for factory products and merchandise in a territory where growth in population, growth in productivity, growth in wealth and growth in purchasing power are proceeding more rapidly
than in any other part of the country, you will find them in the Central Soruth.
And but limited investigation on your part will be needed to convince yourself
that Memphis is the point at which you should locate your plant or your warehouse
if you wish to attain the maximum of success in improving the alluring opportunities
this incomparable region holds out to you.

ILABOR SUPPLY AND COST
Labor in Memphis is relatively large as to supply and equally relatively lovy as
to cost. There are approximately 15,000 skilled and mechanical laborers in Memphis while the number of common laborers is around 30,000. The central location
of Memphis and its position as the most important railroad and river gateway in the
South bring in considerable numbers of transient laborers of the skilled and semiskilled classes. while itsLclose proximity to such a rich and extensive agricultural re-

gion insures substantial addition§ in the way of common labor.
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MEMPHIS AN ALL-AMERICAN CITY

The normal labor conditions in Memphis are said to be better than in any other
city in the South. Organized labor admits that its scale generally is as low in Memphis
as in any other city of equal size in this country.
Common labor is plentiful and
is obtainable on as favorable terms as in any other city of the same class.
One important fact in this connection is that practically all Memphis labor,
whether white or colored, is all-American. The population is divided about 60 per
cent. white and 40 per cent. colored and is 95 per cent. native born.
That means that there is not more than 5 per cent. of foreign labor element in
this city.
Such conditions make for loyalty on the part of employes to the government and to their employers.
It likewise means the non-existence of separate
habits, customs or practices with which employers must concern themselves.
Living conditions in Memphis are exceptionally favorable.
It is one of the
cheapest cash retail grocery markets in America.
House rent is very reasonable.
On account of short, mild winters, far less fuel for heating purposes is required here
than in the North.
Many winters pass without any severe weather.
Home con~
ditions approach the ideal. The city has more space in proportion to its total area

]anrep:rfk:h:nge?t:rk¥:¥:r:ia:e::¥t::i:: :£ft}'t£: |hT:ise°r*; o #:::t::sne:I aardevion:::eej
here, also the State Normal School.
Christian Brothers College. a large Catholic
institution, is in the heart of the city.
There are forty pti`blic schools. eleven of which
are for colored students. There are two special schools for orphans and the finest
vocational school in the entire South is located here.
In addition to the public
schools. there are nineteen parochial and miscellaneous schools. also a number of
private schools for boys and girls, some of which are co-educational.
Memphis has
been chosen as the site of the Southwestern Presbyterian University.

FACTORY SITES
Memphis is particularly fortunate in respect to sites for factories and warehouses.
There are three belt lines of railway vyhich furnish direct access to at least 3,500
acres of land in Memphis and immediaiely outside the city limits. available in tracts
of one to fifty acres.
Prices range from $300 per acre upward outside the City
and from $700 per acre upward in Memphis proper. There are practically three
miles of river front available now. while there are about five miles more fronting
Mississippi and Wolf rivers that can be prepared within a reasonable period.

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES AT HAND
Most suburban sites are already provided with railroad trackage or can be readily
supplied with such facilities.
In addition to the three belt lines, main lines of railway radiating from Memphis pass through or near these suburban locations, while
many of them are connected with the center of the city by means of magnificent bituminous surfaced or graveled highways, more than a dozen in number, radiating in
every direction.
Memphis is wonderfully blessed in its vast terminals and excellent
switching arrangements but these are supplemented by these highways that afford
splendid facilities for operation of automobiles, motor trucks and other vehicles for
handling labor. as well as both raw materials and finished products, to and from
plants and warehouses located thereon or in close proximity thereto.
serve most of these industrial and warehouse sites.

Street cars
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WAREHOUSE FACILITIES
There are large warehouse facilities within the city on main lines of
railway or on belt roads.
And there are numerous sites available for additional
warehouses.
Property owners and capitalists stand ready to provide whatever buildings may be required on a rental basis.
Indeed, it is impossible for the manufacturer or distributor to secure more advantageously located sites for f actories or warehouses than he is able to obtain in
Memphis because of their splendid transportation facilities by rail. water and highway and because of the close proximity of the necessary labor.

FUElj SUppliY
Memphis draws most of its supply of coal for domestic and steam purposes from
Western Kentucky, Southern Illinois and Alabama, principally over the Illinois Central, Louisville & Nashville, Missouri Pacific, Southern Railway, Frisco and N. C.
& St. L. systems.
A considerable tonnage of coal is handled into Memphis by
water.
Saw mills. cooperage plants, and some other woodworking enterprises here use
sawdust, slabs and other mill waste for fuel and consume practically no coal. Cordwood, owing to the unusual supply of timber in the territory directly tributary to
Memphis. is obtainable in large quantities and at reasonable prices.
Very little fuel
oil is used for steam generation in Memphis.

LIGHT AND POWER
The Memphis Gas & Electric Company furnishes current for both lighting and
power purposes.

NEW SOURCE OF POWER
Prospects are that the day is not so very far distant when hydro-electric power
will be available in Memphis from Muscle Shoals, Alabama, and when those engaged in industrial enterprises will have advantage of the low rates at which it can
be obtained in Memphis`
Manufacturers building for the future as well as for the present should reflect
seriously on the fact that Memphis is well within the radius in which this hydro-electric power may be profitably distributed and that it is directly in line for the huge
benefits that will accrue from the power developments there in the way of reduced
cost and larger operating units, including electric furnaces.
What the development of electric power at Muscle Shoals, actually in excess of
lhat now available at Niagara Falls. really means to Memphis as a manufacturing
center is so clear that "he who runs may read." and that he who thinks seriously will
not overlook the almost limitless opportunity in Memphis created thereby.

most of the local banks but for the larger banks in Tennessee, Mississippi and Arkansas which have identified themselves with the Federal reserve system.
Total deposits November 15,1920, were $77,872,263.86.
Total resources
as of the same date were $ 121,5 71,434. 74. Capital and surplus, $ 10,521,412.95.

Debits to individual account by banks clearing through the Memphis Clearing
House, by years, since the Federal Reserve Board began publishing such figures. are
as follows:
August 22 to December 31, 1918 ................................ $ 584,125,000
January 1 to December 31, 1919 .................................. 1,634,000,000
January 1 to December 29, 1920 ................................,. 1,740,457,000

Seven of the largest State and National banks in Memphis are members of the
Federal Reserve System and offer the incalculable advantages accruing from re-discount and other privileges conferred by this system.
Any manufa\cturer, jobber or distributor locating in Memphis can secure aLll the
banking facilities necessary to the successful conduct of his business if he is able to
make a statement of assets and liabilities satisfactory to the Federal Reserve Bank.
And he must meet this acid test in every other center because of the widespread and
pervasive influence exercised over all banking institutions by this system.
Given ap~
proved re-discount paper, banks here are as willing to extend financial accommoda~
lion to industrial enterprises as to factors, buyers and other interests identified with
the growth, marketing and distribution of the cotton crop.

WATER SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION
Memphis has not only the finest artesian water in the world, as disclosed by the
subjoined analyses, but it has also as great supply, relatively, as any other city, as
measured by both normal and maximum needs.
Daily average distribution is more
than 12,500,000 gallons, while daily maximum capacity is well in excess of 30,000,000 gallons.
This means a reserve supply that affords an unusual safety margin.
But what is even more important, this reserve supply is so distributed that it
can be rendered immediately available at will.
There are two central pumping stations and fifteen individual pumping units, all located in dif ferent parts of the city,
but all so directly connected they can be used to supplement each other whenever
occasion demands.

WHAT EMINENT AUTHORITIES SAY
Engineering News, a leading journal of New York, says, regarding the system
used at Memphis:
"Ideal conditions of distribution are attained, and being connected to one general system, the surplus from one district is delivered to other districts."
The Engineer, the principal ].ournal of London, Eng., pays the following tribute:
"The system of individual pumping units obviates the necessity of a reservoir, dispenses with the large distributing mains and enables the pressure to be varied wherever

and whenever needed."

MUNICIPALLY OWNED

BANKING FACILITIES
Memphis has ample banking facilities.
There are 1 7 commercial and savings
banks, and a branch of the Federal Reserve Bank handles the business not only for
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Waterworks in Memphis are municipally owned and operated and the management is so efficient that supply is unfailing. service is uninterrupted and rates compare
favorably with those in other cities securing their supplies from artesian wells.
Artesian water exclusively is used for drinking. for cooking, for sprinkling and
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flushing the streets, for power generation, for fire fighting, for manufacturing processes and for all purposes where water is required.
/inother consideration of first importance to manufacturers is that a practically
unlimited supply of purest artesian water, adapted to all manufacturing processes.
can be secured, whether inside or outside of the city, by sinking wells or by establishing physical connection with the water mains in their locality.
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WHAT ANALYSES SHOW
Purity and high quality of Memphis artesian water are shown in the following

CHAPTER 11

analyses :

MINERAL
(By P. W. H.)

Parts Per Million

Parts Per. Million
8.80

Ferrous

Potassium Chloride .......................... 1.44
Ammonia Chloride .......................... Trace
Magnesium Sulphate ......... `..... _ ....... 5.20

Carbon

Magnesium

Hydrogen

Sodium

Calcium

Chloride ..............................

Bicarbonate ................ 42.10

Memphis New Industries Represent Many
Lines o£ Manufacture

Bicarbonate ...................... 4.40
Dioxide ................................

Sulphide ..........................

THE list of industries which have recently been established or which are now
being established, in Memphis may be
f ound some firms which any city might
well covet.
A few of these enterprises
are summarized as follows :
A meat packing plant. with an annual
killing capacity of 300,000 animals, now

5.53

0.00

Bicarbonate ...................... 34.40

SANITARY
Parts Per Million

Parts Per Million
Nitrogen as free ammonia ............ 0.036

Nitrogen as Nitrates ......,...,........... 0.000

Nitrogen as Albuminoid ............ _...0.020
Nitrogen as Nitrites ........................ 0.000

Oxygen

consumed ............................ 0.250

4.000

in operation.

Magnificent plant of one of the lai.gest
cereal manufacturing companies in the United States, nearing completion.

Paper pulp mill. recently completed.

BACTERIOLOGICAL
Colonies on agar after 48 hours at 37.5 degrees C
Colonies on Ehdo's Medium after 48 hours at 37.5 degrees

a:: §::a::i:g ::g::is#s E:: 13::
Gas producing organisms per
Temperature

lcc

3 per cc
Per CC

none
none
none
55 degrees

Two of the largest cracker factories south of the Ohio river.
construction, and work will begin on the other at an early date.

One is now under

Rolling mill. recently completed.

The largest cotton seed oil mill in the world, with six main buildings.

Oil refinery, recently completed.

Twine mill, recently completed.

Automobile body manufacturing plant with a capacity of 2,000 bodies daily,
now nearing completion.
This will be the largest plant of its kind under one roof in
the world.
One of the largest hardwood flooring plants in the world is being completed in
Memphis.

Illusti'iitioiis oil |J{lg`t`s 8 !uid 28 are `lstitl I)y coui.tesy of

Brick manufacturing plant ; completed.
Calendar and advertising novelty manufacturing, recently established.
Handle factory, completed recently.
Toy and novelty factory, established recently.
Roofing manufactory, established recently.
Prepared charcoal plant. under construction.
Molasses Terminal, recently established.
Toilet Goods manufacturing, recently established.
Casket and Cof fin manuf actory, nearing completion.

Soiitht`rn Alluvi€`l Ijaiid Associiltioll.
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I'age I]igliteen

Memphis has been designated as the site for the Southwestern Presbyterian University. ground is being cleared for one of the largest and most modern auditoriums in
the United States, which will have a seating capacity of 12.500; another modern
hotel is to be built; two modern theaters were erected during 1920, and a third recently completed.
The combined seating capacity of these three new houses
alone is 8,300.
Thus it will be seen that educational and social advantages are keeping pace with
the city.s industrial expansion.

Memphis is in the center of the greatest hardwood timber area in the United
States. which has given this city its supremacy as the largest hardwood lumber market
in the world.
Detailed statistics, which will be furnished on request, can be cited to

MEMPHIS AS A MANUFACTURING CITY

phis to the mills and manufacturing plants.
Looking into the lumber trade more in detail. it is a fact that a very large per~
centage of those identified with the manufacture of hardwood lumber here came from
hdiana. Illinois, Ohio. Michigan, New York and other States where hardwood timber was once plentiful and easy 6f access.
But partial or complete exhaustion of
supplies and increasing difficulties and costs of transportation made their appearance.
Thus, successful pioneers in the older States became successful leaders in the development of the timber resources of Tennessee. Mississippi, Arkansas and Louisiana. The
movement to Memphis began.in the early "nineties." an°d within the brief space of 25

TOTAL ANNUAL OUTPUT EXCEEDS Sl 80,000,000

The total value of the output of the industries enumerated
$ 180,000.000, distributed as follows :

hereafter exceeds

Cotton Seed Products

$37,500'000
Hardwood Lumber and Forest Products .......................... 87,171,Q00
15-,000,000
Mixed Feeds
12,500,000

Drugs and Allied Products
Steel and Iron Products
Flcur, Meal, Grits, etc

6,000,000
4,650,000
2,500,000

Add to these figures the value of candies, syrups, soft drinks. cake`s, crackers
and other products, amounting to more than $15,000,000, and the grand total of
Memphis manufacturers exceeds $ 180,000,000 per annum.

THE LUMBER INDUSTRY IN MEMPHIS

prove these statements.
There are three primary factors which give this city its acknowledged pre-eminence in the lumber trade.
First. the abundant supplies of hardwood timber in the territory within a short
distance of the city.
Second, easy access to this timber, with a short haul to the mills or factories.
Third, the low-freight rates under which this timber may be delivered into Mem-

years these Northern men with their capital, aided by Southern interests with their
resources, have brought Memphis to its present unchallenged and unchallengeable
position.

FRF.IGHT COST CONTROLLING FACTOR
Hardwood logs are heavy and there is considerable waste involved in converting
these into lumber.
Northern manufacturers found it distinctly to their advantage to
remove their plants to Memphis instead of transporting logs from Memphis or the
Memphis territory to their mills in former locations.
They followed a fundamental
economic law in doing this and the same law is being followed yet as indicated by
the fact that hardwood lumber manufacturers from the North, East and Northwest
are still bringing their plants to this city.

Thirty-two mills in Memphis proper are producing annually 300,000,000 feet
of hardwood lumber valued at approximately $15,000.000.
Forty-seven mills outside of Mgmphis, but operated and financed by Memphis
firms, produce 450,000,000 feet each year, having a value of $25.000.000.
This makes production, by Memphis men and with Memphis capital, of 750,000.000 feet, valued at $40,000.000.
In addition to the foregoing, Memphis firms. through yarding and wholesale processes, handle 230,000,000 feet annually, yalued at S 12.000,000.
Thus. the hardwood lumber produced each year by Memphis firms in Memphis
or outside the city, together with that yarded by Memphis lumber companies. reaches
a grand total of 980.000,000 feet. having a value of $52.000.000.
Like many other industrial centers, Memphis has specialized somewhat in certain lines of manufacture, particularly in forest products and in the manufacture of
products of cotton and cotton seed, but as the advantages of the city as a distributing
point become more generally recognized, its industries are becoming more diversified.
A glance at the table above will show the principal lines into which the city's industries are divided.
Some of the leading industries are mentioned in the following

TRANSIT ARRANGEMENTS
Trans:t arrant;.ements, under which rough lumber may be shipped into Memphis,
yarded and stored, converted into boxes. flooring, ceiling, siding and other products
and then shipped to destinations in the North, East and West on the through rate
from point of origin, plus a charge of two and one-half cents per hundred pounds foi.
a stop-over privilege of six months, havg been secured from the Railroads by the
Southern Hardwood Traffic Association.

COMPETE. IN WORLD MARKETS

Memphis manufacturers of hardwood lumber sell their output in every part of
the United States, including the Pacific coast, while, normally, they export millions
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tremendous initial advantage over their competitors elsewhere because of short hauls
and low freight rates on their logs and correspondingly low manufacturing costs.
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VIEW OF MEMPHIS RIVER FRONT AND BUSINESS DISTRICT

WOODWORKING ENTERPRISES
In view of the enormous quantities of hardwood lumber and timber available in
Memphis and the immediate Memphis territory, it is not surprising that this city has
made such tremendotis progress in the manufacture of hardwood forest products. Indeed, the wonder is not that it has accomplished so much. but that it has not accomplished a great deal more.
The more proriinent hardwood products manufactured here are:
Furniture,
boxes, tight and slack cooperage, veneers, automobile wheels and bodies. farm
wagons. spokes, tool handles, shuttle blocks, boat oars, washboards and screen doors,
railroad cars and hardwood flooring.
Memphis has eight plants manufacturing furniture, including chairs. bedroom
and parlor suites, library, dining room and other tables. and cabinet articles. . Their
output is valued at more than five million dollars per annum and their number is increasing steadily.
Furniture manufacturers here are achieving success because they are. generally,
finding raw material, transportation and labor conditions well-nigh ideal and because
they are able to distribute their output on such favorable freight rates in a territory
very wide as to area and very rich as to wealth and purchasing power.

BIG INITIAL ADVANTAGE

Manufacturers of furniture here are able to buy their hardwood logs or hardwood lumber in Memphis or the immediate Memphis territory, and in the latter case
to concentrate either or both on low freight rates. They have, in the case of hardwood lumber purchased in Memphis, an initial advantage of 381/2 cents per hundred

pounds. or $220 a car. over their competitors at Grand Rapids, Mich. They also
have the additional advantage of being able to replace. without transportation cost.
the 25 per cent. of waste on which their Grand Rapids competitors must pay $5 7.00.

I:teeyri:I:yewahatthe;;:rdtisatins;torat:r;::tac8oenj:t£::;niaayb[:e:°Sic#:;tahr:;rn::Pg;I:::I::dr¥;
traffic congestion, embargoes or other such handicaps, and are therefore in position
to operate their plants throughout the year.
The same advantages obtain in competition with manufacturers at High Point.
N. C.. the only change being in the rates. which are 371/2 cents and $187.50 per
hundred and per car. respectively.
They also obtain in competition with furniture
manufacturers in all other leading centers in this particular line.

STANDARD BOXES
Firms engaged in the manufacture of sawn and veneered shooks for standard
boxes. crates and other containers in Memphis have an annual production of 2,520
cars. valued at $2,500.000. They give employment to 550 persons and pay
$392.000 in wages.
There is one plant for the manufacture of wire-bound boxes which has a capacity
of a car per day.
Raw material is drawn into Memphis in the form of logs and rough lumber and
these plants are never under necessity of having to close down through lack of adequate supplies of either.
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Cottonwood and gum are the principal materials used in box manufacture.
Memphis is the center of the greatest region in the world for the production of both.
Cottonwood displaced poplar some years ago as the principal material for the manufacture of box shooks.
Cottonwood stumpage. however, is disappearing and cottonwood is yielding place to gum in box manufacture.
Thus Memphis box manu~
facturers have easier access than those in any other part of the country to what is left
of cottonwood stumpage and likewise to the virtually unlimited supplies of gum, the
material on which box manufacturers of the future must largely rely.

BOAT OARS
Memphis has another unique woodworking enterprise in a plant manufacturing
boat oars, principally from ash.
It is turning out 150.000 of these a year, valued

at approximately $500.000.
Ash is one of the leading hardwoods in the valley territory and the logs or billets
required by the company are drawn into Memphis by water and rail, principally the
former. a fact which gives this plant a tremendous advantage over its principal competitors eleswhere.
These oars are sold largely to the British, French, Italian and American governments for use by the admiralty or navy departments of each.
But they are dis~
tributed practically all over the world and find use throughout the range from small
rowboats

on interior streams

to lifeboats

with

which all big

ocean liners are

equipped.

SASH AND DOORS
Memphis plants produce annually $1,125,000 worth of sash and doors.
They
give employment to approximately 425 persons, with an annual payroll of $385.000.

VENEERS
Memphis takes first rank among cities in the United States in the production of
high grade sawn and sliced veneers, used in the manufacture of furniture, cabinet articles and interior trim, as well as in the production of three-ply built-up veneers used
in making doors and other panel stock, drawer bottoms, boxes of unusual strength,
and other products requiring such material.
Two firms are engaged in producing the former from oak, ash, walnut. mahogany and gum. while two companies manufacture the latter almost exclusively from

gum.
Because the choicest hardwood timber in the world. especially in oak. ash and
gum, is available in the valley territory, veneers produced at Memphis are of unusual
width. texture and figure and find ready sale at top Firices wherever fine furniture
and cabinet articles are produced, vyherever costly homes and other structures require
the best of interior trim, and wherever quality combined with cost is considered.
Memphis is headquarters for the veneer trade of the United States, being the

home of the Veneer Department of the American Hardwood Manufacturers' Association.

The principal veneer p.roducers in this country are identified with this de-

partment, w-hich compiles and distributes essential information regarding production,
actual sales and actual stocks. and which determines the policy and fixes the terms
on which a very large percentage of veneer business is conducted.
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The annual output of veneers in Memphis is 462 cars, value estimated at $1.155,000.
The four firms here employ 250 persons and distribute $180,000 in
wages each year.

COOPERAGE
Those engaged in the manufacture of slack cooperage stock and finished barrels
employ 305 persons. pay $235,000 annually in wages and produce 766 cars of
hoops. heading and staves, valued at $705,000.
Those producing tight cooperage material and finished barrels, kegs, casks and
other containers. have an annual output of $1,756,000.
They give employment to
650 persons. pay $322,000 each year in wages and ship 1.516 cars.
Combined statistics covering both slack and tight cooperage products are:
Persons employed. 955 ; annual wages, $55 7,000 ; output. 2,282 cars ; value $2,461,-

000.
ALL DOING PROFITABLE. BUSINESS

Cooperage manufacturers here draw their logs or bolts into Memphis from the
surrounding territory, I.rincipally Termessee. Arkansas. Mississippi and Louisiana. by
rail or water, on comparatively short hauls and on relatively low freight rates.
They
distribute their output all over the United States, in Canada. in Mexico and overseas.
But the outstanding fact about the cooperage industry at Memphis is that manufacturers find such ready markets under norliial conditions it is impossible for them
to fill all orders received and the strained relations between supply and demand insure a margin of profit considerably larger than that of their competitors at most other
points who have higher transportation cost and who experience greater difficulties in
securihg supplies of logs and bolts.
7

AUTOMOBILE WHEELS AND BODIES
The largest plant in the world manufacturing
wheels is located at Memphis.

"knocked

down"

automobile

Its daily output is 1.600 wheels, valued at $112,~

000. while its annual production is around 4,800.000 wheels, valued at $33,600,000.
It employs 1,500 mennormally.
The company has its finishing plants elsewhere. but established the wheel-parts
plant at Memphis in order to overcome the tremendous handicap involved in long
hauls and high transportation cost on hickol.y logs and billets.
Hickory is native to
the entire Memphis and valley territories and can be concentrated here quickly and
cheaply. And the wisdom of the management in paying freight on wheel parts to
its finishing plants elsewhere. instead of paying freight on hickory logs and billets before the waste incident to the manufacturing process has been eliminated, has been
thoroughly demonstrated.
This same company now has a double band sawmill for tuning out automobile
body stock. capacity 120,000 feet in ten hours.
It employs 250 hands and the
value of its output is $ 1,500,000 yearly.
. I.n this same connection a plant has recently been constructed for the manufacture
of automobile bodies, having a capacity of 2,000 bodies daily. annual valuation,
$12.000,000, 3,000 employees.
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OTHER WOOD PRODUCTS

Thus, in contemplating the distribution of your output in any or all of these
States, you will enjoy at Memphis not only increasingly important saving in trams..

Other principal wood products manuf actured in Memphis, together with their
value, are given herewith :

portation cost on your raw material. but you will also have rates on the product of
your plant as low as or lower than those from your present location.
Are not these features worthy of your careful consideration and your equa.Ily
careful investigation?

Products-

7,000'000
6'000
Farm Wagons
Tool and Implement Handles .................... 11,340,000
2,000,000
Shuttle Blocks
2,880,000
Washboards
540,000
Screen Doors
Hardwood

Value

Quantity

Spokes

Flooring .................... _..._ ............. 49,000,000

Miscellaneous

$

500'000
500,000
2'130'000
200'000
1,500,000

4,900'000
2,500'000

SUMMARY
To summarize:
Combined value of hardwood lumber and forest products in
plants now operating in Memphis proper, is, in round figures, $45,000,000.
This is adequate proof that Memphis has made a brilliant record as a woodworking center and it is likewise conclusive evidence that one of the great opportunities for
success in manufacturing in Memphis lies along woodworking lines.
Memphis is the capital of the hardwood lumber world, and if you want t'o get
into the very heart of the hardwood lumber industry, follow the example of, many of
your illustrious competitors and remove your plant to Memphis.
There is plenty of room here for you and what others have accomplished in a
material way affords eloquent proof of the opportunities before you at Memphis.

TRANSPORTATION ADVANTAGES
Advantages possessed by Memprf.s furniture manufacturers are attracting more
and more attention because transportation rates are rapidly increasing and because
they are assuming much greater importance in determining producing costs.
The
more the former advance. the more the latter will increase. with the inevitable result
that this handicap can be successfully overcome only by such change in location as
will greatly shorten the haul and reduce transportation cost or as will eliminate one or
both.

A very large percentage of hardwood lumber consumed at Grand Rapids.
Evansville, High Point and other furniture centers is shipped from Memphis or the
Memphis territory.
The cost involved is easily reducible to dollars and cents and it
is by no means difficult to determine what the location of Memphis with respect to
such abundant supplies of raw material really means.
It is only a question of the
"simple rule of three."

REASONS FOR FOREGOING
It is axiomatic that "industries beget industries" for the reasons:
(1)
That
the success of established ones is a standing invitation to the management of others to
come; (2) that the building up of industrial plants in any given line insures adequate
supplies of labor trained for work in such establishments and gives that labor unusual
opportunities ; ( 3) that sheer numbers lead to such intimate knowledge of the essential
details of their business by bankers as to insure proper banking accommodations ; and
(4) that such prominence follows such expansion that, when you think of a given industry, you instinctively think of the city where that industry is most successful.
`.Nothing succeeds like success" and what Memphis accomplished in woodwork-

ing lines is sufficient guarantee of what the future has in store for those now succeeding so splendidly here as well as for those who are struggling along against almost insuperable handicaps elsewhere if they will fairly investigate what Memphis has to
of fer and will act promptly on what their investigations disclose. .

LUMBER TRADE THOROUGHLY ORGANIZED
The hardwood lumber industry here is thoroughly organized.
Praises of the
Lumbermen's Club of Memphis are sung wherever hardwood lumber is bought or
sold. The southern Hardwood Traffic Association is recognized as the most active.
aggressive and efficient organization of its kind identified with the hardwood lumber
trade.
It is rapidly extending the scope of its activities and influence and it is a
guarantee. within itself, that Memphis, in its relation. to other centers, will never lose
any natural advantages in freight cost it now possesses.
The American Hardwood Manufacturers' Association is vigorously and suecessfully finding new markets for all Southern hardwoods and is improving conditions
surrounding both their manufacture and distribution.
It is exercising commanding influence in all matters affecting the welfare of the hardwood lumber industry because
of the sheer weight of production of its members~in excess of one billion feet per
annum.
The Southern Alluvial Land Association is working out definite and ef fective
plans for clearing, developing and colonizing more than one million acres of cut-over
lands in the alluvial regions of the lower Mississippi valley belonging to its members
and promises to perform a most valuable function in preparing these properties for
cultivation.
Their principal activities at present consist of advertising to the world

AS TO DISTRIBUTION

the agricultural possibilities of these lands, through the issuance of booklets and ]itera~
ture. which will be gladly furnished upon application to the Southern AIIuvial Land
Association, Memphis.

As to distribution rates, J. H. Townshend. secretary-manager of the Southern
Hardwood Traffic Association, says :
"A furniture manufacturer located at Memphis is able to reach all the principal

GREAT LUMBER CONVENTION CENTER

points in Tennessee. Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, Texasl,
Oklahoma and Missouri at freight rates as low as or lower than those from any other
well-established furniture manufacturing center. "
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The three hardwood lumber organizations here hold their annuals during "Lumber week." This event draws hardwood lumber manufacturers and those engaged
in allied industries from every part of the country in large numbers.
The American
Hardwood Manufacturers' Association holds an open competition plan meeting in
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COTTON PICKING SCF.NE NEAR'MEMPHIS

Memphis every month and the majority of meetings of the board of governors and
subscribers of the Southern Pine Association are held here because of the central location of Memphis and its easy accessibility.

Memphis has had the pleasure. on more than one occasion. of entertaining every
hardwood organization in the United States of national or intemational prominence.
Memphis enjoys the unique distinction of having among its cooperage manufacturers the president and two of the vice-presidents of Unite.d Cooperage Industries of
America, the one organization of national scope identified with this particular industry.
This fact attests the prominence of this city as the leading cooperage producing
center in the United States.

COTTON AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES
Total value of net receipts of cotton, as shown by
report of secretary of the Memphis Cotton Exchange,
July 31, 1920
$118,376,300
Anhual output of cottonseed products in Memphis ......
37,500,000

Memphis is the largest inland cotton market, handling actual cotton. in the world.

This statement is based upon the fact that this city handles, over factors' tables,
in the form of net receipts, more cotton than any other interior center.
Some other
inland cities handle more gross receipts, but gross cotton is merely that handled in
passing through in transit.

It produces no revenue until it reaches its final destina-

tion.

The net receipts in Memphis run from 700,000 to over 1 .000,000 bales a year.
according to the size of the crop.
Memphis cotton is drawn principally from North
Mississippi, Northern Alabama, Eastern Arkansas,. Southeastern Missouri and West
Tennessee.
These receipts will be very materially increased when the ten million
acres of land now being cleared and drained is opened to cultivation.
This great
alluvial valley is protected by secure levees and is being rapidly developed.
As a market for short fiber cotton, such as is used in many lines of cotton manufacture, there is no market in the world that can compare with Memphis.
There are
more fiber mills in Memphis than in any other city in the world and the value of the
cotton seed oil produced here places this city in the lead .also in that industry.

COTTON RF.CEIPTS TEAR 1919-1920
The following condensed statement compiled July 3lst,1920, by Mr. Henry
Hotter, Secretary of the Memphis Cotton Exchange. shows the Memphis cotton
business for the past season :

Gross receipts

Net receipts
Shipments

1,222,075
614,846
1,082,597

Sto-ck remaining on hand July 31st, 1920 ....

258,608

Through cotton

607'229

Average weight per bale ................................

519.23

Average value net receipts per bale .............. $192.53
Total value of year's net receipts .................................... $118,376,300
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OTHER SPECIAL ADVANTAGES

WAREHOUSE FACILITIES

The Memphis Terminal Corporation has the largest and best equipped warehouses in any inland city in the United States.
Its present plant covers I 70 acres
and it owns sufficient land to make extensions as demanded.
Every device for
economic handling of cotton is employed, including overhead gravity system for delivering c6tton from storage to outbound sheds, and ten miles of standard railroad
trackage for handling cotton into the former and out of the latter. The fire guard
system is admittedly the most modern and the most efficient used anywhere and unusually low insurance rates are charged.
This corporation is controlled entirely by
Memphis capital.
Compress receipts issued by the company are accepted by every
bank in the United States making loans on cotton as collateral. These receipts are
so closely guarded and so carefully handled that no fraud has ever been perpetrated
in connection with them.

EVERY GRADE AND EVERY LENGTH 0F FIBRE
Character of cotton drawn into Memphis covers the entire range produced in
the United States from the lowest to the highest grade and from the shortest fibre to
the longest staple, with exception of Sea Island.
It also covers linters and ..delints."
short cotton taken from seed after first ginning.
This is only another way of saying
that there is plentiful supply of every character available at Memphis for any manu~
facturer requiring cotton as his basic raw material.

Memphis leads the world in the manufacture of cotton seed products because
capital has recognized the natural advantages of fered by Memphis in the way of low
transportation cost, plentiful supplies of seed and exceptional distributing facilities.
Mattresses, horse collars, mops. bags and other cotton products are manufactured at
Memphis on a large scale. and this city has one of the biggest plants in the country for
conversion of linters and delints into materials for manuf acture of paper stock, guncotton and high explosives.
There is also a plant for the manufacture of twine,
sash cord, etc.
But the surface of possibilities of Memphis as a cotton manufacturing center has
not even been scratched.

LABOR PLENTIFUL AND INTELLIGENT
Labor is as plentiful and as cheap as in any other Southern center producing
cloths, yams. hosiery or other cotton goods in a large way.
It is not trained for this
particular work because it has had no opportunity. but it is intelligent and reliable and
there is no adequate reason why it should not meet every requirement. When the
textile industry began its growth in the South it was claimed by Northen interests that
lack of labor would be a serious drawback. And yet the South is consuming more
than 55 per cent, of raw cotton used in the United States, having left its competitors
in the North and East far in the rear. As the industry developed. labor was educated and trained. and what has been done elsewhere can be done in Memphis without difficulty.
Furthermore, if necessary, labor can be drawn into Memphis from
textile industries already in operation in Mississippi, Alabama. Tennessee and other
Southern States where it has been trained for this work.
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Sites are to be had on advantageous terms, banking facilities are ample, artesian
water supply is plentiful and adaptable to all manufacturing processes. and transpor~
tation facilities furnish means of reaching any outlet desired.
But above everythiTlg
else, raw material is right at hand, giving the manufacturer of cloths, yams, hosiery
or other cotton products here advantage of between $5 and. $6 per bale over his
competitors in the North and East in cost of cotton.
Furthermore, the Memphis
manufacturer is able to secure his needs any day in the year and is not under the
necessity of using a large part of his capital in- stocking up.
He buys his cotton in
Memphis and there are no re].ections to be replaced.
He can operate throughout the

year.

Embargoes and other restrictions have no bearing on the flow of his raw ma-

terial.

When it comes to distribution, the central location of Memphis gives him noteworthy advantages over his competitors in those areas where the textile industry has
reached its maximum development. Textile manufacture has developd most in the
New England States and in the Carolinas and Georgia. The latter group has already outstripped the former and by easy stages the industry is developing westward.
Alabama, Mississippi and Tennessee are multiplying their spindles and looms because
of appreciation of the fundamental economic fact that it is wiser, other things being
approximately equal. to bring the plant to the raw material than to transport the latter to the former.

ISN'T THE TIME RIPE?
There is no comparison, in all essential respects, between Memphis and the rna].ority of textile centers in Alabama. Mississippi, Tennessee or the South.
Indications point to the growth of a large and prosperous textile industry in Memphis in the
future.

COTTON SEED PRODUCTS
Memphis, as already stated, is the .largest manuf acturer of cotton seed products
in the world.
There are thirteen cotton seed oil mills herd, crushing an average of 200.000
tons of cotton seed per annum, and their output, on the basis of current prices, has a
value of Slo,000,000.
They manufacture oil, meal. caike, hulls and linters and
sell their products throughout the United States and overseas.
Exports of both oil
and cake are large.
The location of Memphis in the heart of one of the greatest cotton producing regions in th.e world and its splendid transportation facilities for drawing seed supplies
into this city are largely responsible for the number of mills here and for the unusual
amount of capital invested in this particular industry.
Competition for seed is very keen and this specific field is perhaps more thoroughly covered than any other in Memphis.
Every ton of seed available for Memphis mills in this territory is drawn into this center and crushed here.

FOUR REFINING COMPANIES

Four companies are engaged in the refining of oil and in the manufacture of
compound lard. cooking oils, soap stock and other products having a value of $24.-

500,000 per annum.
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They secure a considerable percentage of their supplies of oil from mills in Menphis. but they
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a tremendous
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Mississippi.
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they are ablenumber
to buy oil
MemphisArkansas
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short hauls and on comparatively low freight rates.
Thus, while there is undoubtedly a limit to the nu.mber of cotton seed oil mills
that can profitably operate in Memphis. there is virtually no limit to the number of
refineries or other plants requiring cotton seed oil, linters, hulls, meal and other products, that may operate profitably in this center.
Indeed. a careful survey of the industrial field here leads to the conclusion that unusual opportunity is af forded at
Memphis for those dependent upon the products of such mills in Memphis and the entire valley territory.
The refining companies nowG operating here are all doing a profitable business
and this of itself is proof that fundamental conditions of supply and demand, as well
as of concentration of materials and distribution of finished products. are right.

HULL PRODUCTS
Products of cotton seed hulls, notably fibre for the manufacture of gun cotton,
high explosives and paper pulp; meal for use in mixed feeds aLre made and sold here

each year to the extent of $3,000,000.
Owing to the extremely large crush of cotton seed by Memphis mills, hulls are
available here in almost unlimited quantities and practically without freight cost, and
the companies engaged in producing fibre and mixed feeds are constantly enlarging
their business.

Comparatively little fertilizer is manufactured from cotton seed meal because this
has become too important as a food element to admit of extensive diversion to fertilization.
But as its food properties are increasingly recognized it is entering more and
more into the production of balanced rations for horses, mules and cattle.
As is the case with refineries, there is ample room and opportunity in Memphis
for more plants engaged in converting cotton seed hulls into their readily marketable
and highly profitable products.
Memphis is headquarters of the Interstate Cotton Seed Crushers Association and
the principal journal dealing with the cotton seed oil industry .is issued from this
center.
Establishment of headquarters of this influential organization at Memphis attests
the prominence this city has achieved in this industry.

their working capital in stocking up with this raw material,

an advantage which

grows directly out of their favored location.
They also enjoy unusual facilities for
importing burlap, as well as freight rates thereon which compare most favorably with
those paid by manufacturers at other interior points.
But perhaps their greatest asset lies in the tremendously rich and tremendously
wide area in which they are able, because of central location and excellent transportation facilities, to successfully distribute their output.

CONSTANTLY EXPANDING OPERATIONS
Those already in the field are doing a most profitable business, as evidenced by
the fact that they are steadily adding to their capital and surplus, and by the additional fact that they are constantly expanding their operations.
indvistry
at Memphis.
as every
at present
constituted,
is growth.
comparatively
-`But The
it isbag
a lusty
youngster
and gives
promise
of further
Everyyoung.
con-

dition for success is found in Memphis, and, whether you are contemplating engaging,
or are already engaged, in bag manufacture, you are cordially invited to investigate
conditions at Memphis which are the basis of the success being achieved by the companies in the field here.

THE MIXED FEED INDUSTRY
Manufacture and distribution of mixed feeds or balanced rations are assuming
large proportions and constitute another industry in Memphis which is rapidly expanding.
Annual output is now over 350:000 tons, valued at approximately $15,000,000. and is increasing steadily.
Thirteen companies are engaged in the manufacture of mixed feeds and are doing a profitable business because practically all raw materials required are obtainable
in Memphis or the Memphis territory and because they have such a wide and such
a rich field in which to distribtite theii. output.
Shipments are made daily into every
State in the South, Southeast and Southwest, New York and the extreme East, also
some exporting.
Feeding of live stock is more intelligently and more scientifically
done today in the Southern States than ever before and purchase of balanced rations
represents an important economy, especially in view of extremely high prices of corn,
oats, cotton seed meal and hulls, hay and other products which were for years ..fed
straight'"
DEMAND GROWING

TOTAL VALUE $37,500,000
If any further evidence is needed of the commanding position Memphis occupies
with respect to this industry, it will be found in the fact that the total value of crude
and refined products here is $37,500.000 p.er annum.

HEAVY BAG OUTPUT
While Memphis is conspicuously lacking in cotton mills, it is making magnificent
progress in the manufacture of bags from cotton, burlap and other raw materials.
Three companies here are engaged in bag production. They have an annual
output valued at $12,500,000.
They are able to secure their cotton in Memphis on very favorable terms and as
needed.
They are therefore relieved of the necessity of employing a large part of
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Meantime. demand is steadily increasing and promises even more substantial gain
because the live stock industry is expanding at an unprecedented rate, a condition
which insures both larger and more profitable outlets.
If you are interested in the manufacture of mixed feeds it will be decidedly worth
your while to investigate every phase of this business as conducted at Memphis and
even more worth your while to make a careful study of the opportunities presented
here in the light of raw material supplies, concentration and distribution facilities.
favorable freight rates and increasing outlets certain to follow growth of the live
stock industry.
Those contemplating manufacturing or distributing enterprises based primarily
on the live stock industry or its by-products are cordially invited to investigate possibilities along these lines and to estabhsh their plants or warehouses here as a preliminary to growing up and expanding with this mammoth industry as it unfolds in the
territory tributary to this center.
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A GROWING LIVE STOCK MARKET
The growth of the live stock industry throughout this section is not only increas~
ing the field for the sale of mixed feeds. but is also opening a new and growing
market for those who produce other supplies for growers of cattle. hogs and sheep.
or who depend primarily upon by-products of slaughter pens and packing houses.
Silos. building materials, fencing, churns and dairy supplies are in large demand in
this territory.

Large new stock yards, owned by Memphis capital, have been established within
the past year and the growth of the live stock industry has recently caused a large
increase in the capacity of this plant.
A two million dollar packing corporation has completed a modern meat packing
plant having an annual killing capacity of 300.000 animals.
In connection there-

#it)i: :::edric:;):hE:se: ept:?)£c cold storage house accommodating 300 car loads off
Memphis is recognized as the logical point for the concentration and slaughter of
the live stock grown in this territory and for the marketing of dressed beef, pork and
mutton, as well as for the by-products of this industry.
Packers may be relied upon to improve opportunities Memphis of fers them
through increase in the quantity of live stock available, while manufacturers primarily depending upon these by-products will not overlook advantages accruing from
ability to secure their supplies at a point where transportation cost is eliminated.
where distributing facilities are ideal, and where such profitable markets may be
found for their output.

MILLING INDUSTRY

A PERTINENT QUESTION
Flour is being drawn into Memphis in bulk from Washington. Oregon and the
Northwest. repacked here and distributed from Memphis on a highly profitable basis.
Does it not seem reasonable that flour of equal grade can be produced much more
reasonably in Memphis than it can be manufactured in this far-away area and
brought to this city for repacking and for distribution?
Still, the fact remains that
but a very small percentage of flour distributed in Memphis and from Memphis is
actually produced here. If you are contemplating establishment of a milling enterprise, it will be to your
advantage to investigate manufacturing, raw material, labor and distributing conditions here before locating elsewhere.

AS A DRUG CENTER
Memphis is rapidly developing into one of the most important drug centers in the
South in point df both manufacture and distribution.
Annual production of pharmaceutical supplies, drugs, proprietary medicines and
similar articles exceeds $4.000,000 a year on the part of firms engaged almost exclusively in manufacturing.
In addition. wholesale companies distribute annually $11.000.000 worth of
drugs and allied products, a considerable portion of which is manufactured by them.
Manufacturing and distributing processes therefore involve a grand total of more

than S I 5'000'000.
Manufacturers and distributors cover the entire South and find this territory
very profitable because of the high purchasing power of its people and because of the
advantageous distributing facilities.

Two firms here are producing annually about $2,500,000 worth of flour, meal.
grits, hominy and by-product feeds.
These companies drew their supplies of wheat and corn principally from Southeast Missouri. Kansas and Southern Illinois under the old regime.
Now they are
obtaining a large percchtage of both, and particularly of corn. from Arkansas. Mississippi and West Tennessee as a result of rapid increase in production of these grains
incident to diversified farming in this territory.
This increasing supply so close at
hand suggests broad possibilities for those engaging in the milling industry here.
Another significant feature lies in the fact that the entire output of millers here
is sold in Memphis or in territory within easy reach of this city.
This means either
complete elimination of or low transportation cost on their products.

FIELD SCARCELY TOUCHED
The milling field has scarcely been touched. The number of milling firms using
Memphis as distributing headquarters for the South, Southeast and Southwest is
steadily increasing because the management of each is so thoroughly impres`sed with
the central location of Memphis and with the splendid facilities for reaching the
highly p°rofitable markets open in this territory.
Since it has been demonstrated that distributors can concentrate flour or meal in
Memphis in bulk and market it profitably from this center. there is nothing to hinder
manufacturers of these products from establishing their plants in Memphis where
they will have all advantages of distribution enjoyed by jobbers and where they will
also have important advantages in concentrating raw material.
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• STEEL AND IRON PRODUCTS
Memphis has the largest plant in the valley south of Chicago for manufacture of
railroad and highway bridges and aqueducts, railroad turntables and structural materials for sugar factories, cotton seed storage houses, office buildings and industrial
plants generally.
It is paying $200,000 annually in wages and is producing approximately 20,000 tons of steel and iron, valued at $2,000,000.
It distributes its
products throughout the South. Southeast and Southwest, Far West and Cuba. It
draws its raw materials from abundant supplies available in Alabama. Tennessee
and other near-by States.
It selected Memphis because of its splendid facilities for
both concentration and distribution and because of its central location with respect to
the territory in which it markets its output.
ROLLING MILL
A rolling mill has been established. rolling bars and round iron used in various
lines of work.
Later it is expected that it will roll heavy steel for construction work.

WATERWORKS EQUIPMENT
Memphis has another unusual plant. engaged in the manufacture of pumps. fillrating machinery and waterworks supplies.
It is distributing more than $150,000
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annually in wages and its output is valued at Sl ,250,000 yearly.
It did not decide
upon establishing headquarters in Memphis until after wide investigation of other
points and then did so only because of recognition of superior advantages here for
concentration and distribution.
Two firms are producing annually $400,000 worth of boilers and tanks. while
a number of foundry and machine companies are turning out $500,000 worth of
machinery and equipment.
These figures do not include machine shops engaged in
assembling and repair work.
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CAR WORKS
Another plant manufactures steel freight cars and storage tanks in addition to
doing a large amount of repair work.
Their annual output is estimated at $500,-

CHAPTER Ill

000.

As a Distributing Center
a distributing center, Memphis takes front
rank among cities of the South and in some
lines leads those of the world.
Location,
transportation facilities, accessibility to all
towns and cities in the territory from the
Rocky Mountains to the Atlantic seaboard

and from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of
Mexico ; ability, because of close proximity

to Southern and Eastern ports, to reach
foreign markets with ease, and the tremendous purchasing power of the terr.itory within a radius of 500 miles of Memphis,
have attracted attention of manufacturers, jobbers and distributors in practically all
lines from every part of the country.
Ask any manufacturer, jobber or distributor handling his own products or the

products of some one else out of Memphis, why he selected this center as headquarters
and his answer will comprise some or all of the reasons ].ust set forth.

WHO ARE REPRESENTED
One firm here is successfully drawing flour in bulk into Memphis from Oregon
and Washington. packing it in bags or barrels and distributing it profitably from
twfemphis at the rate of 1,600 barrels per day.
One of tl`e largest manufacturers of automobiles in the United Slates has its assembling plant. at Memphis.
It ships knocked~down machines into Memphis from
Detroit in carload lots and distributes them from Memphis over a large portion of
the South.
Every packing house of importance in the United States has plants or warehouses in Memphis for distribution of its products while manufacturers of flour. meal,
mixed feeds, sawmill machinery, structural materials, railroad and mill supplies, hardware. agricultural implements, automobiles, motor trucks, tractors, improved farm
machinery, dry goods. drugs and other staple products are taking advantage of the
ease with which such wide and such profitable outlets may be reached from Memphis.

That Memphis offers unusual opportunities and facilities to manufacturers and
distributors in marketing what they have to sell is no mere idle claim.
It is backed
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by an array of facts of most convincing character.
It i§ not within the scope of this
booklet to give detailed information regarding quantity or value of factory products.
farm produce and merchandise di`stributed from Memphis, but sufficient illustrations
are given herewith to convey very definite and positive idea of accomplishments in

ably it of fers much greater opportunity to those who produce machinery or equipment
``-used in cultivating crops, in raising live stock, in developing timber resources of the

lower Mississippi valley and in providing quicker and more comfortable means of
travel.

this direction.

BIG DEMAND FOR FARM MACHINERY

WHAT IS BEING DONE

Agricultural implements, including farm wagons, are distributed from Memphis within a radius of 400 miles to the value of S] 2,500,000 annually.
Structural steel. sawmill and railroad supplies, tanks and boilers. and output of
rolling mills, machine shops and foundries, reach a total of $20,000,000..including
production of local plants engaged in these lines.
Drugs, proprietary medicines and allied products, including those manufactured
at Memphis, involve a total of $ 15.000,000 each year.
Groceries and provisions are distributed by wholesale grocery houses here
extent of $53,000,000 annually, making this the third largest grocery center
United States.
Wholesale handlers of dry goods and notions are selling $15,000,000 worth of
these in the South every twelve months.
Hardwood lumber, including that manufactured in Memphis and in the immedlate Memphis territory, is distributed to the extent of practically one billion feet a
year. with a value of $52.000,000.
Cotton drawn into Memphis each year and distributed from this center to every
part of the United States and overseas involves approximately $75,000,000 every
twelve months.
Products of woodworking enterprises in Memphis using hardwood lunber almost
exclusively are marketed to the extent of over $72,000,000.
Value of cotton seed and cotton seed products distributed from Memphis each
year is approximately $37,500,000, a record which far exceeds accomplisments of
any other city in the world.
Horses and mules are sold in Memphis each year to the extent of 25,000 to 26.000 head, valued at $5,000,000 to $5,500,000, making it one of the leading centers in the South in this line.

Bags, made of cotton, burlap and other materials. are sold annually from Memphis to the extent of $15,000,000. 75 per cent. of this amount being derived from
bags actually manufactured here.
Automobiles. trucks and products of allied lines sold in Memphis and distributed
from this point throughout the valley territory involve in one year a total of $40,000,-

000.
This enormous manufacturing and distributing business at Memphis is perfectly
natural and perfectly logical.
There is no accident about it.
Manufacturers and
jobbers neither calne to Memphis nor remain here because of any particular love for
the city.
They came here and are remaining here because they find this the most advantageous point from which to reach the most profitable outlets for what they have

Scarcity of labor, induced by the war, is forcing farmers to use improved agricultural implements. oultivators, tractors and every labor-saving device.
And they
are' using them in increasing numbers. with every indication that they will never return to hand labor where machinery can do the work more cheaply and more successfully.
Agriculture is the foundation of the prosperity of the Central South and the
area open to cultivation. already very large, is being increased substantially every
year.
Can you, as a manufacturer or distributor of such equipment, find a grand division of the country where agricultural prosperity is greater, where agricultural development of the future promises to be larger, or where more profitable outlets are to
be found than in the lower Mississippi valley. of which Memphis is the center? Think
it over.
Stock raising is, as already suggested, only in its infancy.
But it is already old
enough to be able to stand alone and to talk in language readily intelligible to those
who manufacture or distribute any product essential to successful conduct of the live
stock industry.
Think this over and see how it concerns you. Investigation will cost
you nothing.
It is almost certain to lead to highly profitable results.

INCOMPARABLE FOR MILL SUPPLIES
Is there another territory of equal size in the whole world where output of hardwood lumber mills is more than two billion feet per annum, as in West Tennessee,
West Mississippi, North Louisiana, Northeast Texas, East Arkansas and Southeast
Missouri?
And is there any other territory of equal size where such quantities of
hardwood mill machinely and mill supplies are needed every day? And what is
perhaps even more important, is there any other territory of equal size so closely reIated that it can be reached from any other single center on a haul ranging from
nothing at Memphis proper to 400 miles in any direction?
Your competitors have already thought it over and are here, participating in a
business adding to their wealth every day i`n the year.
They are in constant communication by letter, wire or phone with hardwood manufacturers throughout this
territory and are`naturally getting the business.
Are`;ou content they shall continue
to get it without making an effort to put yourself in position to share therein?
Hadn't you better think it over?

AS AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK FIELD

to sell.

WHERE GREATEST OPPORTUNITIES LIE
Memphis, as a distributing center. offers exceptional opportunity to wholesalers
and jobbers of groceries, provisions, dry goods and staple lines of merchandise. This
is clearly proven by what these interests have accomplished here.
But unquestion-
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Are you manuf acturing automobiles or trucks, and are you looking for better and
more profitable outlets for these?
If you are, don't overlook Memphis, which takes
first rank among cities of the South as a distributing center for these motor vehicles.
Road building is keeping pace with the rapid growth of automobile and motor truck
industries and the territory tributary to Memphis, and most successfully servable
from this city, is buying autos and motor trucks on a scale that promises a rich harvest
to those in position to fill this demand.
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CENTRAL BUSINESS SECTION OF MEMPHIS, SHOWING WHARF

The automobile is no longer a luxury.
It is a necessity.
The motor truck, in
handling short hauls. is rapidly superseding the railroads in connection with this particular business.
But even necessities cannot be sold to those without means of buying them.
It is in possession of. these means on the part of its people that the lower
valley territory makes its strongest appeal to manufacturers and distributors of both
autos and motor trucks.
Won't you think it over and won't you do a little investigating on your own account?
Itwill pay you.
Memphis is on the route of the following projected national highways:
National Bankhead9 Jefferson Davis. Muscle Shoals. Memphis to Bristol. Memphis to
Shiloh Park, Memphis to Chattanooga, Evergreen Trail, Indian Trail, Ozark Trail.
Mississippi River Scenic Highway, Yazoo Delta Highway. Southern National Highway, Memphis to St. Louis, and Pershing Highway.

•ROAD BUILDING EQUIPMENT
Whether you manufacture or sell railroad or highway construction equipmen[.
the South offers you an inviting field.
Memphis is the center of such activities in
the South, whether in railroad or highway building.
While there was a little awarding of contracts for public highway construction
in the Southern States during the closing of the year 1920, yet the outlook is decidedly better for 1 92 1 .
Prices of every commodity that entered into the construction of highways are becoming more settled or stable, thus enabling the pros-pective
contractors as well as those already engaged in the work, to figure on a more certain
basis as to the cost of construction.
Besides this, food and feed as well as labor
have been greatly reduced in price so that the funds available will be almost double
in its earning capacity.
We find the State of Arkansas in I 920 awarded. under the district improvement plans, contracts for more than 4,000 miles of well improved roads at a total
cost of between seven and eight million dollars.
The State at large is in favor of
the construction of more mileage and to better standards and the taxpayers are still
willing to pay the bills provided the funds are economically expended.
The legislature of Mississippi amended the highway laws so as to give to the

people of that State a better system and larger sum of money to be handled by the
state highway officials.
The Highway Commission of that State is composed of one
member of each congressional district, making eight in all. and they have the power
to treat with the Federal Highway authorities in the expenditure of whatever funds
the United States Congress may appropriate and apportion to that State. A tax
levy on automobiles as well as a general tax upon all the property of the State. will
bring an aggregate sum of about two million dollars, which, added to the sum that
will be apportioned by the Federal Government, will give a grand total of about
three and one-half million dollars to be expended for intercounty and interstate roads
during the year 1921. and so long as the law is in force.
During I 920. the State.
through the country road of ficials, built many short lines to hard surface, but there
are no through roads completed, although the Mississippi Delta Highway is nearer
than any other that passes through the State.
Alabama will soon have twenty-five million dollars, proceeds of bond issue available. The State authorities in charge of the fund are planning to construct some of
the main highways through the State so as to encourage the through traveling. as well
as begin a proper system of highways that will grow into a network that will finally
meet the needs of all the people in the State.
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Tennessee awarded contracts in 1920 for expenditure o'f about three million

dollars,. but unfavorable conditions existing generally in the country has hindered its
work from being completed.
There will be available in this State at least that much
money if not about one-fourth more in 1921 . and t.he policy of the State Highway
officials, together with the county officials, is to build as many miles as possible during the year. letting contracts, of course. under the most favorable conditions.
The use of road building machinery in some states will be increased and many
teams will be employed in road building which will greatly help the economic conditions of the State.
Many thousands of overland tourists pass through Memphis each year over the
following interstate and transcontinental highways:
National Bankhead. Jefferson Davis. Muscle Shoals, Memphis to Bristol, Memphis to Shiloh Park, Mcmphis
to Chattanooga, Evergreen Trail, Indian Head Trail, Ozark Trail, Mississippi River
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Scenic Highway. Yazoo Delta Highway. Southern National Highway, Memphis to
St. Louis, and Pershing Highway.
This enormous road construction program is resulting in greatly increased use of
road building equipment.
It is also resulting in much larger employment of steam
shovels and machinery for the unloading and handling of crushed stone, gravel and
other construction materials.
Contractors are finding that unloading by hancl is too
slow and too expensive, with the result that they are coming around to the use of ma~
chinery for this purpose.
Would it not be wise, if you are manufacturing or distributing such equipment,
to immediately make a careful survey of the field and see what it holds for you?
You will be closer to this road construction business at Memphis than at an}' other

point and there is a tremendous element of success in such personal contact with those
engagec] in road building as location at Memphis will surely bring to you.

EMPHIS is a city of approximately 175.000, practically all American. The foreign element is negligible, a fact which
makes for harmony in all relationships of
life here and which greatly simplifies labor
and other problems vital to manufacturers,
].obbers and distributors.
The negro population is 38 per cent. of the total.
But
its very largeness confers special benefits
upon manufacturers and others dependent
upon an adequate supply of common labor.
Memphians are aggressive, up-to-dale and .keenly alive to every factor looking
to the growth and advancement of Memphis.
CLIMATIC CONDITIONS

Memphis has a delightful climate. free from extremes of heat or cold.
Cyclones
and other severe atmospheric disturbances are practically unknown.
Sunstrokes are
never experienced and heat prostiations are rare.
Spr;ng and autumn are character~
ized by moderate temperatures while winters are so mild, usually, that golf is played
throughout the year.
Precipitation averages 49.85 inches per annum.
Mean relative humidity is 72 `

per cent.

Average of mean minimum and maximum temperatures is 53.9 and 69.8

degrees. respectively.

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
Memphis offers excellent educational facilities.
Its public schools are kept up
to a high standard and are open to all of proper age limit without cost. A free vocational high school of fers exceptional opportunities to those seeking practical educa~
lion.
Three departments of the University of Tennessee are maintained here.
West Tennessee Normal School for training teachers is in Memphis. There are
numerous private schools for boys and girls. while there are adequate business schools
and colleges at which courses in bookkeeping, stenography and other practical
branches are afforded.
Memphis has been selected as the site for the Southwestern
Presbyterian University.
Goodwyn Institute, at which free lectures are delivered by men and women of
national prominence, is a valuable adjunct to the educational system in Memphis.
The reference library at the institute and the Splendid collection of books at Cossitt
Library are available without cost and are liberally used.
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BAPTIST HOSPITAL

CHURCHES
Memphis is particularly fortunate in the number and standing of its churches and
other religious institutions.
Every Protestant denomination is represented by one or
more churches, while the Jews have their synagogues and the Catholics their places of
worship. Any man, woman or child can find in Memphis an attractive and congenial plaLce for his or her devotions.

The Young Men's Christian Association, Young Women's Christian Association
and Young Men's Hebrew Association are proving valuable ad].uncts to the church,
and are exercising wonderful influnence on the moral tone of the community.
The Y. M. C. A. occupies its own building. which is the largest in the Central
South.
A feature is the swimming pool in the basement.
This building is fully
equipped with a splendid library, gymnasium, club rooms, dining rooms and all other
features going with the highest class of Y. M. C. A. work. The building is centrally
located and is supported by the leading citizens.
HOSPITAL FACILITIES
Memphis is a city of many hospitals, as it needs must be to care for the thoussands of patients who apply annually for treatment from the territory in Tennessee.
Arkansas and Mississippi within 200 miles of Memphis.
The General Hospital is
maintained.by the city and has 200 beds with free service for all who can be accommodated.
The largest hospitals are the Baptist Hospital, with 450 beds; St.
Jo§eph's Hospital, with 600 beds ; -United Marine Hospital. with 40 beds ; Presbyterian, with 50 beds ; Lucy Brinkley. with 50 beds.
The Tri-State Methodist Hospital is under construction and will have a capacity of 450 beds. The city and
county are jointly building at an expense of $400,000. the "Oakville Sanatorium"
for the treatment of tuberculosis.
It is located on a farm of 160 acres.
The Willis C. Campbell Orthopedic Clinic, the most completely equipped orthopedic clinic in the South, is now being established.
The King.s Daughters have recently opened a modem hospital of 25 beds for
crippled children.
The Gartley-Ramsay private hospital of 75 beds capacity also
has a suburban,farm of some 250 acres for the care of convalescents.

AS T0 THEATERS
The leading theaters are the Orpheum, with 2,250 capacity; the Lyric. with
1.780 capacity; the Lyceum. with 1,400 capacity; Loews State, 3.100 capacity;
the Palace, 2.700 capacity ; another amusement house "Pantages," capacity 2,500,
is now completed.
Ground is nowi being cleared for the new municipal auditorium. which will be
one of the largest and most modem in the United States.
It will have a capacity of
12,500.
There are, of course, numerous other show houses and film theaters. both
in the heart of the city and in the suburbs, with capacities varying from 200 to 1,000.

BEAUTIFUL PARK SYSTEM
The famous park system of Memphis adds zest to the joy of living here.
There are 855 acres of highly improved parks.
The two largest are connected
by a magnificent double drive speedway, eleven miles in length. and are traversed
by smooth, wide, oiled roads.
Golf links, under municipal control, are maintained
in both, while dancing pavilions, children's playgrounds, wading pools and other
accessories are provided.
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In Overton Park one of the principal attractions is the Memphis Zoo. one of the
largest and most complete free zoos in the world.
The parks of Memphis are places of beauty and are the joy of both automobilist§
and pedestrians.
They are wholly free from dust while flowers. grass, shrubbery
and trees are kept in well-nigh perfect condition.
The park system is one of the most valuable assets of Memphis and has proven
a model for other cities of much larger population.
FINE FIELD FOR SPORTS
Amateur sportsmen have a brilliant field in Memphis.
Golfers have five
courses, Memphis Country Club, Ridgway Club, Colonial Country Club. Overton
Park and Riverside Park.
The two last named are open to the public without cost.
Golf is played throughout the year.
Tennis courts are both numerous and excellent.
Owners and drivers of fast horses hold matinee harness events every Saturday
afternoon at the Tri-State Fair Grounds, while trap shooting events are staged
throughout the year.
Boating on Wolf and Mississippi rivers is another favorite sport while hunting
and fishing opportunities are practically unlimited, as indicated by the number-and
prominence of hunting and fishing clubs throughout the territory tributary to Memphis.

Memphis holds membership in the Southern League of baseball clubs.
COMMISSION FORM OF GOVERNMENT
Memphis has had the commission form of government since 1910.
There are
five commissioners, including the mayor, who is commissioner of public affairs and
health.
The municipal of fices will be in the new city auditorium when that building is constructed.
The city fire department is conducted under the two platoon
system. which makes for efficiency, and has been completely motorizecl.
There are
about 225 men in the fire department and slightly more than that number on the police payroll.
The Chamber of Commerce. with its 5,000 members, is the leading civic and
commercial force.
Its work is done through modem methods, through divisions and
committees, and many of the other leading civic clubs and organizations hold auxiliary
connection with the Chamber and are represented on its board of directors.

The war work done by practically every man and woman in Memphis brought
about a new growth of civic consciousness,.and both men and women are taking an
active interest in civic affairs with the consequence that public officials are backed
in all their efforts at law enforcement in the interest of public morals and the public
welfare.
STREETS AND HIGHWAYS
Memphis has 202 miles of paved streets. 37 of which are built of asphalt, 24 of
tar macadam and 114 of gravel, with oiled surface.
The front-foot assessment
plan under which they are built and kept in repair insures streets at all times in keeping with the growth and needs of Memphis.
Streets leading from Memphis connect with the magnificent system of paved and
graLveled roads traversing Shelby County in every direction.
There are 1,056 miles
of these roads. 45 of which have bituminous or oiled surface.
Connection is made
with Mississippi Delta, Jefferson Davis. Bankhead, Memphis to Bristol highways
and with six others bearing local names.
On the west automobiles and other vehicles have free passageway across the Mississippi on the Harahan bridge and access
to the excellent highways radiating from the western end of that structure.

These highways add materially to the pleasure of automobiling and make living
in the country a real delight.
But what is far more important, they furnish facilities
for handling farm produce into the city and for movement of merchandise from Memphis ,to the surrounding territory on motor trucks and other vehicles.
They thus insure prompt and reasonable transportation at a time when railroads are unable to
give adequate service on short-haul freight.
The value of these highways to Memphis and the Memphis territory is inestimable.
Street car facilities are ample. Adequate service is provided to every part of
the city and to a number of suburban industrial centers.
Transfers are good on all
lines.
Service is maintained to New South Memphis, to Lake View, to Bingham~
ton, to Raleigh Springs and Lo Buntyn.
Extensions of street car lines are made as
developments justify.
There are 130 miles in operation at present.
Service begins at from 5 to 5 :30
every morning on all lines and continues to midnight on all except the East End,
which p=rQvides cars night and day.

HEALTH EXCELLENT
Memphis is one of the healthiest cities in the United States.
Purity and plentifulness of its artesian water, used for all purposes, are prime factors in wholet;ome
health conditions.
The splendid underground drainage system is another notable
factor making for healthfulness.
The Board of Health has large appropriations annually for its sanitary forces and the latter are active and aggressive in guarding
against unwholesome practices and in eliminating disease causes.
The city operates
two large crematories at which all garbage is burned, another factor contributing to
the excellent health of Memphians.
CITY HIGH AND DRY

Floods on Wolf and Mississippi rivers have no terror for Memphis or for Mcm~
phians. A few years ago high water in Mississippi and Wolf rivei.s caused back
waters passing through the bayous to flood a limited section of North Memphis. But
construction of concrete walls and levees along Wolf river and installation of pumping machinery, capable of handling approximately 614,000 gallons a iiiinute, have
thoroughly corrected this condition and not a foot of Memphis ;s subject to overflow.
directly or indirectly, whatever the stage of Mississippi and Wolf rivet.s.
Memphis
is both high and dry.

CONCLUSION
The Chamber of Commerce is more interested in the growth, development and
general welfare of Memphis than in anything else.
It maintains to this end an active industrial division of which Mr. Fenton is the reri.esentative.
The latter wants to get in immediate communication with you. He will therefore
appreciate it if byou will acknowledge to him rece;pt of tT`is boo'kzet and he will appreciate it far more if you will address to him at once any inquiries suggested by this
publication
by your
own interests.
'Lack ofor
space
has made
it impossible to deal with many important phases of the
commercial, financial. industrial and social life of Memphis.
What has been written
has been presented as clear-1y and logically as possible, and you may rely upon the
accuracy of all facts and statements contained in this booklet.
If you are interested
in any sub].ect not covered, or if you wish more specific or more detailed information
on subjects treated, get in immediate touch with Mark Fenton, industrial commissioner-of the Chamber of Commerce.
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A PARTIAL VIEW 0F SOME 0F MEMPHIS' OFFICE BUILDINGS
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